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Iraq’s war against the Kurds, 1965-6 
 

 

 

FO 371/180812 
 

EQ1019/2 
 
P.Cradock, Foreign Office to S.Egerton, Baghdad embassy, 31 December 1964 
 
The UK should retain good relations with both the Iraqi government and the Kurds but 
when forced to make a choice, the UK should side with Baghdad. The UK should not 
provide aid to Kurds. It wants a “stable Iraq” with a peaceful settlement of the Kurdish 
problem. 

 
 

FO 371/180812 
 

EQ 1019/1 
 
E.Maynard, Baghdad embassy to C.Brant, 2 January 1965 
 
He has heard from several sources that the Kurds are claiming that an offensive will 
start in March and will involve “the use of napalm and poison gas. Napalm would be 
nothing new in Kurdistan and we know that the IAF [Iraqi air force] have recently 
received large stocks of napalm bombs. The gas story seems at first glance highly 
improbable though not because of any gentlemanly scruples on the part of the Iraqis. 
But poison gas is not a commodity freely available on the arms market and the Iraqis 
would have to take some account of the dangers of adverse publicity. The story may 
be ascribed to the fact that at the end of September 1964 the Iraqi Ministry of Defence 
had approached both ourselves and the United States, West Germany and Russian 
Embassies for an enquiry for an order of 60,000 gas masks for urgent delivery, enough 
for the entire Iraq [sic] Army. At most it may perhaps be that they are contemplating 
the use of one of the stronger nausea-producing riot gases, as a tactical weapon.” 
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EQ 1019/24 
 
E.Maynard, Baghdad embassy to M.Burton, Foreign Office, 13 March 1965 
 
“We have had an account which we believe to be reliable, of the Army’s plan for 
putting an end to the Kurdish problem.” 
 

EQ 1019/27 
 
E.Maynard, Baghdad to M.Burton, Foreign Office, 27 March 1965 
 
“Clashes between the Army and the Kurds continue to be on a minor scale. The Air 
Force has carried out a number of ground attacks with rockets and cannon in the 
Dohuk and Agra areas.” 

 

 
FO 371/180830 

 
EQ 1192/39 

 
Foreign Office minute, 1 June 1965 
 
Outstanding arms exports to Iraq (i.e., in pipeline not yet delivered) include 9 refurbished 
Hunters, 17,000 aircraft rockets due to be delivered between July 1965-January 1966, 
and 2,000 rounds of artillery. None of these are affected by the embargo, which is on 
small arms only. 

 
EQ 1192/29 

 
Draft Foreign Office brief, untitled, June 1965 
 
“Since the fall of Qasim in February 1963, the most significant items of arms we have 
supplied Iraq have been aircraft, notably twenty-seven Hawker hunters, and a 
quantity of ammunition for aircraft and artillery”. Four further aircraft, two of which 
are Hunters, still remain to be delivered from these orders. In addition Iraq has placed a 
new contract for a further 9 Hunters. “We have maintained our arms supplies to Iraq, 
even during periods of Kurdish fighting, for the following main reasons: in conjunction 
with our military training programme these supplies maintain our links with the Iraqi 
military, who are for practical purposes the Iraqi governing class; they reduce Iraqi 
dependence for arms on the Soviet Union and the UAR; and they bring us considerable 
commercial benefit.” 
 
Iraq resumed the offensive against Kurds in April. “The air force has supported the 
army with numerous air strikes on Kurdish strong-points and villages. Napalm has 
been used in these attacks, evidently dropped from the Iraqi Hunters…. As we have 
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repeatedly assured the Iraq govt. [sic] we regard the Kurdish question as an internal 
Iraqi matter in which we do not want to interfere. We have no official dealings with 
the Kurds and give them no assistance. Any deviation from this position, eg by an 
embargo on arms supplies while the Kurdish fighting continues, would arouse strong 
Iraqi resentment and injure our relations with them in other spheres, eg oil.” 
 
May 1965 – Ministers decided to not to supply mortar bombs and sub-machine guns to 
Iraq, not because of Kurdistan but because of secret evidence of such arms going to 
South Arabia (Oman and Yemen). 
 

EQ 1192/38 
 
E.Maynard, Baghdad embassy to P.Craddock [sic], Foreign Office, 25 June 1965 
 
“Consideration is being given to the resumption of the policy we adopted in earlier 
Kurdish campaigns, ie delaying arms deliveries even beyond the usual amount 
without giving any explanation, leaving the Iraqis to draw their own conclusions.” 
 

EQ 1192/41 
 
Foreign Office to Baghdad embassy, 8 July 1965 
 
Iraq has been pressing for some time to get the UK to deliver mortar bombs, 
sub-machine guns and small arms spare parts. The UK has just told Iraq that it cannot 
supply these given concerns that they are being supplied to South Arabia for use against 
British troops. But the UK told the Iraqi ambassador that “that Her Majesty’s 
Government had no intention of withholding normal assistance to the Iraq 
government in the form of arms supplies. We had recently refused a demand in 
Parliament to withhold arms during the Kurdish fighting”. 
 

EQ 1224/20 
 
P.Cradock, Note, “Hunters for Iraq”, 23 July 1965 
 
In February 1965 the UK agreed to sale of 11 Hunters, a contract for 9 of which has 
already been signed. Iraq wants a total of 16 – but the rest need 9 months to be 
refurbished. “It should be borne in mind that since some of these aircraft would be 
available fairly soon they could be used by the Iraqis against the Kurds, though the 
Prime Minister has made it clear that we are not prepared to interrupt arms supplies 
during the Kurdish fighting. The balance of the argument is clearly in favour of 
allowing the sale”. UK also agreed to sell 40 Lightning fighters to Iraq. 
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EQ 1192/48 
 
W.Morris, Note, “Arms supplies for Iraq”, undated [August] 1965 
 
Refers to orders for aircraft rockets. “There is, in fact, no foundation for the Iraqi 
suspicions that we have deliberately delayed these supplies. In June 1963 the Cabinet 
decided that because of the Kurdish fighting, supplies of rockets and ammunition 
should only be allowed to trickle through to Iraq. But we have made no attempt to 
impose any such restraint as a result of the resumption of hostilities against the Kurds 
this year; the delays have been entirely due to technical difficulties.” 
 
The UK could supply 1,000 rockets now and possibly up to 3,000 in monthly batches. 
“Had the Iraqis not complained so vigorously about the delay, it would probably have 
suited us that deliveries could not have begun before October 1965 since any supply 
there-after [sic] would have been too late for this year’s campaign against the Kurds. 
But since the Iraqis are making this an issue of confidence… We must now take a 
positive decision as to whether to agree to the deficiency being made good 
immediately. The Navy Department can in fact make some 6,000 rockets available 
from stock… If we do supply these: (a) they might well be used immediately against 
the Kurds…(c) Apart from the fact that it would be regrettable for us to support the 
Iraqis now in their indiscriminate air attacks against the Kurds, there”. Concludes that 
the UK should make an immediate offer of 1,000 rockets now and a further 1,000 per 
month until production deliveries begin. 
 
 

FO 371/180832 
 

EQ 1224/61 
 
P.Cradock, Note, 15 October 1965 
 
3,500 rockets have been made available to the Iraqis.  
 
 

PRO 371/180813 
 

EQ 1019/49 
 
S.Egerton, Baghdad embassy to M.Burton, Foreign Office, 15 May 1965 
 
“A detachment of old (Mark VI) Iraqi Air Force Hunters normally solely used for 
training purposes, but equipped to fire napalm, left Habbaniya for Kirkuk on 8 May. 
About 9 May Napalm drop tanks were seen being loaded at Habbaniya for conveyance 
north, presumably to Kirkuk. Twenty-one Hunter Mark IX’s remain based at 
Habbaniya for the time being. In Kurdistan, bombing and strafing has [sic] been 
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stepped up over the past week in the following areas”. Notes one raid in which “40 
were killed, 50 wounded, including many women and children”. 
 

EQ 1019/75 
 
E.Maynard to C.Brant, Foreign Office, 30 July 1965 
 
Notes “an intensification of the fighting with inevitably higher casualties…Kurdish 
casualties have been mainly among the civilian population who are again being 
subjected to considerable suffering through indiscriminate air attack”. Notes use of 
napalm. 
 

EQ 1019/73 
 
C.Brant, Foreign Office, to D.Crawford, UK Mission to the UN, 18 October 1965 
 
UK policy towards the Kurds was reviewed at end 64. “In pursuance of the policy 
there outlined we give Kurdish representatives who seek to meet us no official 
encouragement, ie we do not received [sic] them in the Foreign Office; nor do we give 
a formal or a written reply to the various communications they send us”. But ready to 
have “informal and unofficial contacts with them”. 
 
 

PRO 371/180814 
 

EQ 1019/87 
 
P.Cradock to E.Maynard, 20 August 1965  
 
Encloses copy of the letter below, noting “in accordance with our policy of not entering 
into official communication with the Kurds no reply was sent to these letters [there 
was another one]”. It was agreed though that the UK would explain its position in 
informal contacts with them. 
 
Letter to the Prime Minister from Mustafa Barzani, President of the Democratic Party of 
Iraqi-Kurdistan. The letter says that more than 80 per cent of the Iraqi armed forces 
have been sent “to carry out the aggression and they have resumed the bombardment 
of peaceful Kurdish towns and villages with artillery and planes using napalm bombs, 
destroying our beautiful country and killing its innocent inhabitants… We also know 
definitely that the Iraqi government has purchased large quantities of toxic gases for 
use against Kurdish inhabitants so as to terrorise them. This is against the Geneva 
Convention and international law”. Calls on the UK government to stop arms supplies to 
Iraq. 
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EQ 1019/95 
 
E.Maynard, Baghdad embassy to C.Brant, Foreign Office, 2 September 1965 
 
Refers to a note received from the KDP warning of Kurdish retaliation if Iraq uses poison 
gas. “It is very difficult to say just how likely this [ie, Iraqi use of gas] is to happen. As I 
have said before…we believe that the Iraqis would have little humanitarian 
compunction about using gas if things were (as they are) going badly for them. They 
would probably believe they could hush up the incidents and might not worry very 
much about world opinion. They are certainly showing a strong current interest in 
chemical warfare. We believe they may well have stocks of some gas (probably of the 
riot control variety) and likely looking cylinders have actually been seen. The great 
sticking point is that as far as we know the Iraqi Army has few or no respirators. They 
have recently made further enquiries from the US embassy here about the supply of 
60,000 respirators from the States. It is difficult to see even the Iraq Army using gas in 
these circumstances. On the other hand there is ample evidence that the Kurds are 
genuinely worried at the possibility that gas will be used. Their intelligence 
organisation is not to be dismissed at all lightly. For instance I know they have 
penetrated two important sections of the Iraqi Security Service and they have long 
had at least one regular source in the Iraqi Ministry of Defence. It may be, therefore, 
that they have access to some information which is unknown to us. On the whole as 
long as we have no information that the Iraqis have received a large consignment of 
respirators, I do not think we need worry unduly.” 
 

EQ 1019/101 
 
B.Sykes, Tehran embassy to P.Cradock, Foreign Office, 18 September 1965 
 
The Kurds have been calling on the UK for financial aid, indirectly through Turkey or 
Iran, for two years.  
 
P.Cradock, Foreign Office, to J.Leahy, Tehran embassy, 18 October 1965 
 
Reply to above. “There was no prospect of UK aid of any kind”. 
 

EQ 1019/102 
 
P.Cradock, Note, 17 September 1965 
 
He received a message to the Prime Minister from Mulla Mustafa Barzani urging the PM 
“to intercede with the Iraqi Government to prevent the latter carrying out their 
alleged intention of launching gas attacks against the Kurds. There were reports that 
the Iraqis acquired stocks of some unspecified poison gas, with a quantity of gas 
masks, in October last year. These reports were never corroborated by hard evidence 
and there is some doubt whether the deal over gas masks ever came to anything. … 
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Since then, there has been no hard evidence that the Iraqis have used or are on the 
point of using gas. I recommend [underlined both words] that we advise 10 Downing 
Street against acknowledging this message; this would be in line with our handling of 
other messages received from Kurdish leaders.” 
 

 
FO 371/186747 

 
EQ 1019/2 

 
S.Egerton, Baghdad embassy to C.Brant, Foreign Office, 15 January 1966 
 
“It would … be quite in keeping with the glorious Iraqi Army if some pretty terrible 
acts of vengeance now took place, eg razing of all Kurdish villages within two miles on 
either side of minor supply routes… as well as on major roads, where this is of course 
normal practice. The forcible de-Kurdisation of areas round [sic] Mosul may also be 
speeded up”. 
 

EQ 1019/17 
 
W.Morris, Foreign Office to Sir Denis Allen, Ankara embassy, 29 March 1966 
 
This letter is a brief for the Ambassador in Turkey to enable him to counter the Iraqi line 
that the UK is stopping arms supplies to them, ie, they want even more than UK prepared 
to supply. UK operates an embargo on small arms because of fear of their going to rebels 
in Oman and Yemen. “There are certain larger items which we would also be unwise to 
sell to the Iraqis if the equipment made it easier for them to overrun Kuwait, but there 
is a wide range of military arms and equipment (including aircraft and aircraft 
rockets) which we are prepared to sell to them and which could, inter alia, be used 
against the Kurds… You need not feel particularly inhibited about letting Turkish 
contacts know the reason for the small arms embargo; the point about larger material 
has never been made to the Iraqis, and needs slightly more care in putting over to 
Turks”. 
 
Heavy fighting in early September through to January/February 1966. By mid/late 
September 1965, the Kurdish counter-offensive was gaining ground. A big Iraqi offensive 
was launched in early May 1966, appearing to die down in June when an agreement was 
reached with the Kurds on autonomy. 
 


